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Can you guess what these statements tell the computer to do? Statement 20 tells the computer that: T equals 999. ... AND REPEAT THE LOOP IF IT HAS NOT. 
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Hello, TI Level I Computer Programmer!



Are you ready to become a TI Level II Programmer? Then, welcome to Volume II!



In Volume I, the following TI BASIC commands were discussed:



PRINT



LIST



CONTINUE



NEW



GOTO



CALL SCREEN



RUN



END



BYE



STOP



CALL CLEAR



RES



OLD



Volume I also revealed the secrets of the following special keys: ENTER



" (quotation mark)



SHIFT



FCTN



SPACE BAR



The material in Volume II builds upon the concepts of



Volume I.



So if you have mastered the material covered



earlier, then you are ready to continue with the next lesson, LESSON #5, brought to you by . . .



.
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LESSON #5



FOR-NEXT



In this lesson, you are going to learn about some counting



capabilities of the computer.



So to get started, type in



the following program: 10 CALL CLEAR 20



T=999



30 PRINT "T="; 40



PRINT T



Now, RUN the program.



You have already seen statements like 30 before.



Statement



30 tells the computer to print everything between the quotation marks.



But, statements 20 and 40 are new.



Can



you guess what these statements tell the computer to do? Statement 20 tells the computer that: T equals 999. But what does



=



mean?



T=999 means that T



value of 999.



(= is an equals sign.)



stands for 999 or that T



has



a



number



So whenever the computer sees the letter T



all by itself, it knows that you want the T to stand for the number 999.



Change statement 20 to this: 20 T=25



Then, RUN the program again. thinks that T



This time the computer



is the number 25.
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Perhaps you have already guessed what statement 40 does. Instead of printing the letter T on the screen, it prints the number value of T.



Now type in this new program. print on the screen.



Try to guess what it will



Then check your guess by RUNning



the program. 5



CALL CLEAR



10 NICKEL=5



20 DIME =10



30 PRINT



"HOW MANY CENTS IN A



NICKEL?"



40 PRINT NICKEL



50 PRINT 60



"...IN A



DIME?"



PRINT DIME



In the above program,



NICKEL has a value of DIME has



a



value of



What would the following PRINT commands put on the screen? PRINT NICKEL



PRINT



"NICKEL"



Now everyone knows that 5+10=15.



So one nickel plus



one dime (or 5 cents plus 10 cents) equals 15 cents.



If



you tell the computer that NICKEL = 5 and DIME = 10, then NICKEL + DIME should equal (or stand for)



15.
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Include the following program lines in your program: 70 PRINT "... 80



IN A



PRINT NICKEL +



NICKEL AND A



DIME?"



DIME



Now RUN the program and see what happens. The value of NICKEL +



DIME is



this value to be printed.



15 and statement 80 causes



The computer knows how to add!



Next, use the NEW command to erase the computer's memory



or the program and then type the following program state ments :



5



CALL CLEAR



10



PRINT T



20



R=l



30



PRINT R



40



R=2



50



PRINT R



60



R=3



70



PRINT



R



Can you guess what the program will do?



RUN the program



to find out.



Names like T, NICKEL, DIME, and R which are given values



may change or vary.



They are called variables. REMEMBER:



PRINT



"...LETTERS ..." WILL



PRINT EVERYTHING BETWEEN THE QUOTATION MARKS, WHILE PRINT VARIABLE WILL PRINT THE VALUE OF THE VARIABLE.



IF THE



VARIABLE HAS NOT BEEN GIVEN A VALUE,



THEN THE COMPUTER WILL PRINT A ZERO.
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Next, let's see how easy it is for the computer to count



to 10.



Type the following program into the computer's



memory and then RUN the program. This tells the computer the beginning



100 FOR X-l TO 1 
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